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United States Secretary of 
the Interior Bruce Babbitt 
(above and below left) was 
in town yesterday to lend 
support to fellow democrat 
and congressional hopeful 
V/alter Capps (below right) 
/  Daily photo by L Scott 
Robinson
Babbitt
tips
Capp to 
candidate
By Lisa M. Hansen
Doily Assistant Monoging Editoi_____________
Nearly 500 citizens and 
campaign-sign carrying 
Democratic supporters 
gathered downtown Sunday to 
listen to speeches by local and 
national politicians.
Supporters jammed onto the 
1100 block of Morro Street in 
front of the San Luis Obispo 
County Democratic Head­
quarters for the political rally, 
which was fueled by the ap­
pearance of U.S. Secretary of 
the Interior Bruce Babbitt.
Babbitt, who stopped in San 
Luis Obispo on his way from 
Monterey to Santa Barbara, 
took a few moments to address 
environmental issues on the 
Central Coast.
“We can prove to the people 
that we can live more lightly on 
the land, and find harmony 
with good planning, zoning and 
economic opportunity,” Babbitt 
said. “We can do this with the 
best ot education, agriculture, 
research and industry.”
The U.S. Department of the 
Interior claims responsibility 
for most nationally-owned 
public lands and natural 
resources.
Babbitt also lent support to 
Walter Capps, a UC-Santa Bar­
bara professor and Democratic 
See BABBITT, page 9
Public Safety slams door on alcohol 
at campus football tailgate parties
By Dawn PilUbury
Doily Staff Wiitei
Although tailgating parties 
have long been a part of Cal Poly 
football games, this year the 
tradition has changed.
Alcohol will no longer be al­
lowed at football tailgating par­
ties, Cal Poly’s Public Safety of­
fice announced at the beginning 
of the quarter.
“We want the parties to be 
safe and enjoyable,” said Ath­
letics Director John McCutcheon.
“But in a way that doesn’t put 
the university in a position of 
risk.”
Although Cal Poly is a dry 
campus — meaning alcohol is 
prohibited on campus — alcohol 
was traditionally allowed before 
football gam es. The ban 
stemmed from concerns by the 
ASI and the administration, 
McCutcheon said.
“Adequate insurance is just 
not available for student groups 
involving alcohol,” he said.
He added that the policy of al­
lowing alcohol at tailgating par­
ties was not in the best interest 
of the university.
“In today’s lawsuit-happy 
society and with assets getting 
tighter and tighter, we just 
couldn’t take this risk,” said 
Public Safety Director Joe 
Risser.
“It’s difficult,” he said. “The 
small group that says, ‘Let’s have 
a picnic and a small glass of wine
See TAILGATE, page 7
Jury selection begins today in Simpson case
By Linda DMtsdi
Associoted Press_____________________
LOS ANGELES — Jui7 selec- 
tion begins today in the O.J. 
Simpson murder case, but ques­
tions remain as to how the legal 
teams will find unbiased jurors.
“People have a personal invol­
vement in this case. Some of 
them may have been out there on 
the freeway that Friday after­
noon,” said Loyola University 
Law School professor Laurie 
Levenson.
“Both sides have to be scared 
of jurors with an agenda, people 
who want to send a message.” 
Those who raced out to road­
sides to cheer Simpson in a Ford 
Bronco with a gun to his head 
and police in pursuit would be 
less than ideal jurors.
But as the first stage of jury 
selection gets under way today, 
lawyers on both sides are realis­
tic enough to know that no hope 
exists of finding jurors unaware 
of the case. Nor would they want 
such a jury, Levenson said.
“You want someone on this 
jury who’s at least heard about 
the case, because you want a 
functioning member of society,” 
she said.
Yet jurors also need to be able 
to put all prior knowledge aside
and decide the case on the 
evidence, Levenson said
At a minimum, prospective 
jurors will know that Simpson, a 
former football star whose fame 
extended into show business, is 
charged with the slashing mur­
ders of his ex-wife, Nicole Brown 
Simpson, and her friend Ronald 
Goldman.
They will also know that 
Simpson has declared himself 
“absolutely 100 percent not guil­
ty” and that he has the best team 
of lawyers money can buy.
Issues beyond bias for or
See SIMPSON, page 8
Cal Poly neighbors 
want students to 
park elsewhere
By Gndy Utter
Doily Staff Wfi'ei
If parking on campus these 
days seems like a nightmare, 
hang on — the worst is yet to 
come.
If a proposal by a number of 
San Luis Obispo residents gets 
through the City Council, stu­
dents won’t be allowed to park on 
streets bordering the campus 
during school hours.
Currently, signs are posted 
along the greater Alta Vista area 
behind the Rec Center, including 
streets between Slack and 
Frederick streets and Grand 
Avenue and Hathway Street, 
that allow resident parking only 
with city permits between the 
hours of 2 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Parking has been a long­
standing source of contention 
swirling around Cal Poly, but 
students have been particularly 
vocal about the inconvenience.
Environmental engineering
See PARKING, page 5
Campus
V
^  Jesperson O
fYedilcfcs
Between the hours of 2 a m 
and 5 p m , parking in the area 
bordered by Slock Street, Grand 
Avenue, Fredricks Street and 
Hathway Avenue is currently 
off-limits to students who don't live 
there. Some local residents want 
those rules tightened 
even further.
Deadly Marine clash 
in Haiti kills nine
By Fred Bayles
Associated Piess
CAP-HAITIEN, Haiti — U.S. 
Marines killed nine armed men 
outside a police station in the 
first deadly clash between 
Haitians and American occupa­
tion troops sent to pave the way 
for democracy.
American servicemen said the 
Haitians opened fire first in the 
gunbattle Saturday evening in 
the northern coastal city of Cap- 
Haitien.
It wasn’t clear whether the 
dead men were police or “at­
taches,” civilian strongmen back­
ed by the police.
The firefight was followed by a 
long siege outside the police sta­
tion as Marines tried to persuade 
two men inside, believed to be 
policemen wounded in the shoot­
ing, to give themselves up.
Lt. Col. Steve Hartley, the 
battalion commander who ar­
rived on the scene minutes after 
the deadly clash, said the platoon 
from Echo Company had stopped 
across the street from the station 
on its evening patrol.
When armed men came out of 
the station, “words were ex­
changed, and there was gunfire,” 
Hartley said.
Cpl. Mike Arnett, a member of 
the Echo Company platoon on 
patrol, said armed men came out 
of the police station and opened 
fire.
“Four guys came out from the 
front desk, saw us and got 
spooked and lit up their 
weapons,” he said. “And we 
returned fire.”
In Port-au-Prince, Haiti’s 
capital, U.S. military spokesman 
Col. Barry Willey said nine 
Haitians were killed in the 
firefight, which he said the 
Haitians started.
A U.S. serviceman who serves 
as an interpreter received a flesh 
wound in the leg and was to be 
evacuated to the USS Wasp, a 
helicopter assault ship, Sunday 
morning, he said.
After the gunfight. Marine in­
terpreters and Haitian policemen 
in the station shouted back and 
forth in the darkness as Marines 
See HAITI, page 6
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26 band strives to revive spiritBy Maxine GisingerDoily Staff WUef
46 school days retnaining m fa ll(juarter.
TODAY^S WEATHER: Patchy m orning clouds, mostly sunny
TOMORROW'S WEATHER: .Mostly sunny
Today's high/low: HO / 52 Tomorrow's h i^ /to w : 8 1 / 52
I’elcphone Book Recycling
S.in 1 iiis Obispo County residents can ;idd a new 
Kcm u) (heir recycling efforts — telephone books.
C^ ld books can be placed in orange recycling bins 
or can be drof^fied off in San Luis Obispo at the County 
( Lneminent CxMiier buildings or the City Water Conser­
vation office at 888 Morro Street.
Lot complete information, call 543-0148
UPCOM ING
Women's Support Group • New  women's group form ing for sexual assault 
survivors - 75 6-2600
Preschool and Kindergarten • ASI C'.hildren's ( 4-nter has openings —  7 5 6 - 
1267
Candidates Speak • United 'X'e Stand sponsors meeting with County  
( lerk Recorder candidates, ShO  C]ounty/( itv' l ibrary. Sept. 2 7 , 6:30 
p.m. —  541-4515
Women's Lacrosse • I irst meeting, no experience needed, .Sept. 2 7 , Bldg. 
52 - 1-.2 7 , 1 1 a.m. -  544-0278
First Aid Course • Sponsored by SI.O 's Red C'ross C!hapter, Sept. 2 7 , 6  - 
10 p.m. .Sept. 2 8 ,2 4 , 6 -8:30  p.m . —  54 3 -06 46  
Track and Field Tryouts • Sept. 2 8 . 1-or more info, call I crry O a w fo rd  or 
RriHiks Johnson — 756-1130
Student Community Services • \ 4 )lunteer orientation meeting, C'humash 
east wing. Sept. 2 8 , 6  p.m . —  75 6 -58 34
Agenda Items: c/o Gndy Webb, Gtophic Arts 226, Cal Poly 93407 —  Fox: 756 6784
Although school spirit may 
look bleak after the breakup of 
Cal Poly’s marching band last 
year, a new Pep Band has been 
formed to keep bringing music to 
football games.
The band is made up of more 
than 30 members, compared to 
65 last year, according to Cal 
Poly Music Director Clifton 
Swanson. He speculates that 
numbers will increase within the 
next year as the band gains 
momentum.
“This is a great relief for us,” 
Swanson said. “We had to get the 
band together rather quickly.”
The marching band dissolved 
last year due to funding 
problems. Its demise coincided 
with harassm en t charges 
centered on a raunchy in-house 
newsletter.
Swanson said he was unsure 
about the band’s reformation
until just a few weeks ago. He 
said a loss in funding and the dif­
ficulty in finding a staff member 
to head the band posed a few 
problems.
The Music Department held a 
statewide search throughout 
spring and summer quarters for 
someone to fill the position of the 
Pep Band director.
Charles Young, a 1989 music 
graduate from Chico State, will 
head the Pep Band this year. He 
had experience organizing the 
Chico State Pep Band.
“He sort of came out of the 
blue,” Swanson said.
The Music D epartm ent 
originally was searching for a 
retired band director, he said. At 
the time they heard of Young, he 
was working as a choir director 
at Paso Robles High School.
“It turned out to be a perfect 
match,” Swanson said. “The 
faculty felt (Young] was exactly 
what we were looking for.”
Young said he’s glad to bring a 
band back to Cal Poly.
“It’s going pretty well,” he 
said. “I’ve got a pretty excitable 
group.”
Young also said it’s not too 
late to sign up for the Pep Band.
“We have plenty of more time 
to add people to the group,” he 
said. “We’re looking for wood­
winds.”
So far, the Pep Band has coor­
dinated with the Athletics 
Department and cheerleaders to 
bring together all forces for the 
spirit a Division I team needs. 
The Pep Band had its debut per­
formance at last weekend’s foot­
ball game.
“It’s something everyone’s ex­
cited about,” said Ben Beesley, 
Assistant Director for Alumni 
Relations. “Hopefully everyone 
else can feed off th is .” 
The Pep Band is scheduled to at­
tend all home games, but Swan- 
See PEP BAND, page 9
Top U.S. officials cautious about Haiti occupation
By Jim Abrams
Assexioted Ptess
WASHINGTON — With the 
flash of a gun barrel ending a 
week of relative calm, senior offi­
cials warned Sunday that the 
firefight that took 10 Haitian 
lives may be a forerunner of 
more violence in that historically 
violent land.
“This is the first bad incident 
we’ve had involving, directly, 
American troops, but it won’t be 
the last,” said Senate Armed Ser­
vices Committee Chairman Sam 
Nunn, D-Ga., a member of the 
delegation that brokered the deal 
with the Haitian military on the 
entry of U.S. forces.
U.S. Marines killed 10 armed 
men Saturday evening outside a 
police station in the northern 
coastal city of Cap Haitien in a 
battle ensuing after several of 
the men emerged from the sta­
tion and opened fire on an 
American patrol.
It was the first violent inci­
dent involving Americans after a 
surprisingly peaceful first week 
of the U.S. occupation and it 
drew quick comparisons to hos­
tile attacks against U.S. troops 
in Somalia.
While administration officials 
responded by assuring the 
American public, and warning 
the Haitians they were ready for
more, congressional critics 
geared up for an attempt to legis­
late an early withdrawal from 
Haiti.
President Clinton, in New 
York for a meeting with U.N, 
Secretary General Boutros 
Boutros-Ghali issued a state­
ment expressing regret for the 
loss of life and saying; “It must 
be clear that U.S. forces are 
prepared to respond to hostile ac­
tion against them and will do so.”
Speaking at a church in Har­
lem, Clinton said the Haiti 
operation “helps to end human 
rights violations that we find in­
tolerable everywhere but uncon- 
See OFFICIALS, page 9
WeVe just made this 6-pound computer
even easier to pick up.
(Bu)'oiie now, and well throw in all this software to help you power throiigli college.)
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E D C E  t r a f f i c  o
r i v E E  S C H O O L  •
YES... A CHANCE IN EVERY CLASS
•  Comedy . 
Teachers '
•  Videos I
•  No Tests I 
DMVUc «01043
OFF
Our Already I 
LOW PRICE r  
w/this ad i '
1-800-Y-NOT-FREE
( 1-800 -966 -8373 )
OPERATED BY COLLEGE STUDENTS
^ Cuesta College Public Events
presents...
“ALL THAT JAZZ”
A j a z z  series th a t  presents  the best  local j a z z  music ians ,  
as w e l l  as n a t io n a l  and  in te rna t iona l  tour ing  j a z z  groups.
Straigh t Ahead Jazz  with
WYNTON MARSALIS
Thursday, October 13, 1994 • 8 p.m.
Cuesta College Auditorium 
Preferred Seating: $25.00...Reserved Seating: $20.00
Cuesta College jazz Band
N O  D EAD W O O D  BIG BAND
“...finest musicians in San Luis Obispo 
and Santa Barbara counties.”
Saturday, December 3,1994 • 8 p.m.
Cuesta College Auditorium 
Reser\'ed Seating; $7.00...General Seating: $5.00
Here Comes The Happy Music!
PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND
of New Orleans
Tuesday, February 21,1995 • 8 p.m.
Cuesta Auditorium
Preferred Seating: $20.00...Reser\’ed Seating: $15.00 
ForFurther Information, Telephone 546-3131 i S
f « » ®  “ ®  ® « » , ,
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B f l R P I R S
WELCOME;:.
F ir s t  M e e t i n q  S e p t e m b e r  2 8
W e d n e s d a y  a t  8
in g s i  
:(f0 PM in  P o l y  T h e a t r e
^  7 5 6 -S K IS  7 5 6 -S K IS  ^
•  T •
Stress Grp 
Mon. 3 -5 pm
AMAC 
Wed. 2-4 pm
Women’s Grp 
rhurs. 2-4 pm
Psychological Services
Relationships 
Affected by 
Substance Abuse 
Tues. 2-4 pm 
(Oct 4, 1994- 
Oct 25, 1994)
or more information and sign up procedures Call 756-251
Psychological Services 
Room 119
Fall
Building 
Groups start
124,
2nd week of Fall Quarter
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Mustang Dally welcomes letters and commentaries from 
students, staff, and other community members. Letters 
should be typed, double spaced and under 250 words. 
Commentaries should be typed, double spaced, and 750 
to 1,000 words.
All authors must include a name, signature and phone 
number Students should include their major and class 
standing Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters 
for clarity, grammar, and length.
Submissions can be brought, mailed, faxed or E-mailed to: 
Mustang Daily
Graphic Arts Bldg #226, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA.
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FAX (805) 756-6784 
E-Mail larends@oboe calpoly.edu
Jeers for the ‘cheers’ ad
Ai; a recent newcomer to Cal Poly, I have spent the last 
SIX weeks exploring the abundant richness of the univer­
sity and examining the tangible and subtle factors that 
intluence and shape the campus climate.
('leai ly Cal Poly is a very special place. The scope and 
ngi>r fit the curncula, the energy and enthusiasm of the 
stu lent bii jy and the dedication and commitment to ser- 
vi: •* evidenced by staff and faculty are each critical en- 
vip. timental influences that lead to excellence.
K luallv imjyortant to establishing a climate of excel­
lence are the social and behavioral norms and expecta­
tion.- th.it are reflected on campus. The messages 
pertia>ed in university publications, student newspapers 
and multimedia broadcasts logically play a pivotal role in 
conveying and shaping an image of campus reality
It was therefore distressing to see, in the first edition 
of the Mustang Daily for the 1994-95 academic year, a 
full-page ad picturing the 1994 Mustang Daily “Elditorial 
Brew Crew.” Despite the tongue-in-cheek editor's note 
disclaiming use of alcohol, a very clear message was 
delivered:
• Alcohol bonds.
• Alcohol creates a warm welcome.
• Alcohol is cool.
A tar different reality is reflected in the 1993 Cal Poly 
survey results from the CORE assessment instrument of 
FIPSE (Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary 
Education):
Key findings on use of alcohol:
• Seventy-eight percent of students drink (used alcohol in 
the last 30 days).
• Sixty-eight percent of under-age students drink (used 
alcohol at least once in the last 30 days).
• Thirty-six percent of student “binged” (had five or more 
drinks at a sitting in the previous two weeks).
Key findings on consequences of alcohol and drug use:
• Forty-nine percent reported some form of public mis­
conduct (such as trouble with the police, fighting argu­
ment, DWI/DUI, taken sexual advantage) at least once 
during the past year as a result of drinking or drug use.
• Thirty-eight percent reported experiencing some kind of 
serious personal problem (such as thought about suicide, 
been hurt or injured, tried unsuccessfully to stop using) 
at least once during the past year as a result of alcohol or 
drug use.
It is of critical importance as over 3,000 new students 
begin exploring the university’s resources that they 
receive messages that will lead them to the full achieve­
ment of their dreams. Toward this end, the editorial staff 
of the Mustang Daily has an awesome responsibility — 
one not to be taken lightly at any turn.
Dr. Juan C. Gonzalez 
Vice president lor Student Affairs
:A•.
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Colors in Third World politics: 
Money’s green vs. race’s tan
By Bill Edmonds
As American soldiers move into Haiti, many of us back 
home are at a loss for a reasoning behind these actions 
and policies. Before, I always had some knowledge of the 
cause behind our nation’s actions and our leaders’ 
decisions. But today I stand confused, at a loss for any 
real understanding of why we have truly committed 
American forces.
In past incidents, I could at least commit myself to 
either agreeing or disagreeing with the use of military 
force.
In Grenada, one could believe that our forces were 
used to protect American students or to prevent a pos­
sible communist foothold in the Western hemisphere.
In Panama, the reasons ranged from stemming the in­
flux of drugs to ensuring the safety and security of the 
Panama Canal.
In Kuwait, one could venture to assume our actions 
were the product of a nation and a world terrified. Ter­
rified by the possibility of Iraq assuming control over a 
great percentage of the world’s oil supplies. There was 
also the greater threat of an unstable country possessing 
weapons of mass destruction.
And lastly, in the debacle called Somalia, there were 
American oil companies and their oil interests.
Now, one might say I am an extreme realist in assum­
ing all our actions must be a product of our leaders’ per­
ceived national interests. However, any student of history 
would agree with this dire and pessimistic conclusion — 
until now.
With the initiation of Operation Restore Democracy, 
my belief in national policy as a product of national inter­
ests was shattered. As an objective observer seeking only 
the truth, I must turn elsewhere for a reason behind our 
actions.
Whoa! Hold up. Didn’t we all just read in the papers 
that Democrats overwhelmingly support our military ac­
tions in Haiti and Republicans overwhelmingly disap­
proved of them?
I don’t know if it’s just me, but something seems ex­
tremely wrong with this picture. We had Kwiesi Mfume, 
D-Md., chairman of the Congressional Black Caucus, call­
ing for an invasion, while Bob Dole, a Republican and 
staunch military supporter, said he would not back the 
president’s use of the military.
Do the members o f  the Congres­
sional Black Caucus feel that shar­
ing similar skin pigment somehow 
gives them insight into the needs oj 
the Haitian people?
Have our nation's political parties 
suddenly decided to switch ideologi­
cal viewpoints while my hack was 
turned?
Why would our leaders endanger the lives of Ameiican 
soldiers without a direct or indirect threat to national 
secunty or national interests? The answer is politics, ra­
cial politics to be precise, and the influence of powerful 
special interests. Domestic racial politics has begun to 
directly affect U.S. foreign policy and Haiti is only a 
symptom of the growing power and influence of such 
groups.
As an objective political observer, let’s look to past 
trends to support this claim. In the past. Republicans 
were the consistent supporters of militai7 action to 
achieve some national interest.
Have our nation’s political parties suddenly decided to 
switch ideological viewpoints while my back was turned? 
I would seriously doubt this. But one should not doubt 
that interests are at work that are only seeking organiza­
tional gains through a costly Haitian misadventure. If 
one hasn’t already guessed, one such group is the Con­
gressional Black Caucus.
The Caucus has used Haiti from the start and in doing 
so has once again played the “race card” that has so long 
been its option of last resort. Do its members feel that 
sharing similar skin pigment somehow gives them insight 
into the needs of the Haitian people? And why would the 
same group which opposed intervention in Panama and 
Grenada suddenly feel that those Haitian “needs” imply 
U.S. occupation? This self-interest manipulation can be 
seen in the very contradictions of the Caucus’ political 
positions.
While the group called for a U.S. invasion, it also 
called U.S. policy on Haiti racist. Both these positions 
were held while a majority of the Caucus simultaneously 
supported the economic embargo. The Congressional 
Black Caucus has used race to prompt the Clinton ad­
ministration into a no-win situation in the Caribbean.
American foreign policy should not be run by domestic 
racial politics, especially when American lives are put at 
stake as a consequence. Our soldiers have now been com- 
mitted for the nebulous puiqDose of protecting American 
credibility, “restoring democracy” and ending atrocities. 
As a consequence of special interest manipulations and a 
weak president, we have once again deployed American 
forces on foreign soil without any clear objectives. And as 
a result, our military has once again been set up for im­
minent failure.
• Bill Edmonds is a political science senior.
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CSU Northridge’s deaf student program 
suffering from drain, budget cuts
Ptess___________________ provide sign-language transía- ,
BVRKING: New hours keep students away
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sophomore Alicia Young lives ofT 
campus and said parking at Cal 
Poly is “horrid.”
“There are traffic jams,” she 
said. “My first class is at 9 a.m. 
and I have to park in the parking 
lot by the sheep and cows.”
But while further restrictions 
are in the works to ease conges­
tion for Cal Poly’s neighbors, stu­
dents will likely feel even more 
of the parking squeeze than they 
have in years past.
Residents hope to persuade 
the San Luis Obispo City Council 
in October to extend the no-park­
ing hours even further — from 2 
a.m. to 10 p.m. — according to 
San Luis Obispo Public Works 
Director Mike McCluskey.
But the 2 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
moratorium will be hard to en­
force, McCluskey said. He said if 
the council approves the new 
hours, they might as well just ex­
tend them to create a 24-hour 
restriction.
Residents contend that the 
opening of the new Ree Center 
and the future opening of the 
Performing Arts Center will 
create massive parking problems 
for them, McCluskey said.
The fact that Cal Poly began 
last year to enforce parking rules 
in the evenings has added to the 
residents’ problems, he said.
San Luis Obispo resident 
Doreen Case said the streets bor­
dering the campus are curved 
and narrow with no sidewalks.
“When there are cars parked 
on both sides of the street it 
makes it difficult to pass and 
dangerous for children to cross 
the street,” she said.
Case said Slack Street will al­
ways have parking problems.
“The free parking on the op­
posite side of Slack Street is full 
by 7 a.m. on weekdays,” she said.
She added that overcrowded 
parking on the streets can cause 
problems for emergency vehicles 
ti7 ing to get through.
Case said once, when a fire 
broke out in a house on Orange 
Drive, the fire trucks had to park 
on a lawn across the street from 
the fire because too many cars 
were parked on the street.
Along with other San Luis 
Obispo residents. Case and her 
husband Henry successfully per­
suaded the Council to approve 
the issuing of two free parking 
permits per household, she said.
These permits are trans­
ferable and can be used by both 
residents and their guests, ac­
cording to the San Luis Obispo 
Parking Office.
However, McCluskey said the 
no-parking regulations could dis­
criminate against students. So 
far, residents have dominated 
Council meetings when parking 
has been the issue, he said.
Case said sixty-five percent of 
the residents in the greater Alta 
Vista area signed petitions in 
support of controlling street 
parking.
“Only three students objected 
at one City Council meeting,” she 
said.
Council member Dave Romero 
said he voted against extending 
the no-parking hours from 2 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. He said he saw no valid 
reason for restricting parking in 
the early morning hours.
“People in the neighborhood
D a ily
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are trying to keep students from 
taking over the neighborhood,” 
he said.
Council member and Cal Poly 
professor Allen Settle voted for 
extending the no-parking hours. 
He said the residents were 
saying they needed some protec­
tion from the overcrowded street 
parking.
“Cal Poly needs more parking 
lots,” he said. “We have the 
acreage.”
Settle said Cal Poly also needs 
more on-campus housing, includ­
ing more married student hous­
ing, to help alleviate the parking 
problems. Conceivably, if more 
students lived on campus, more 
students would walk and not 
need parking spaces, he said.
Human development junior 
Terri Prince said she likos the 
new no-parking hours on the 
streets bordering the campus. 
She lives nearby and walks to 
school.
“The streets aren’t so crowded 
now,” she said.
Prince said she walks to 
school because she can’t afford 
the parking permit.
“I know a lot of other students 
who can’t buy the parking permit 
either,” she said.
Liberal studies sophomore 
Scott Davis lives in Whitney 
Residence Hall and said parking 
on campus is inconvenient. He 
shares a car with another stu­
dent to help with the parking 
problem.
Davis said Cal Poly needs to 
better inform students about ex­
actly where they can park.
“The signs are too vague and 
ambiguous,” he said. “As a 
result, a lot of people are getting 
parking tickets."
Davis said he sympathizes 
most with evening students who 
have to park so far away from 
their classes and walk back, 
later, in the dark.
Fortunately, the future of 
parking on campus looks good, 
according to Parking and Com­
muter Services Administrator 
Cindy Campbell.
“There is a parking structure 
in the works — to be completed 
som etim e around  1997,” 
Campbell said.
“We are searching for (con­
struction) firms that will design 
the 1,350-space structure.”
Campbell said she sym­
pathizes with the residents. But 
she als'^said the city streets 
need to be free for the residents 
to use them.
“Parking is there (on campus) 
if students will pay for it,” she 
said. “It’s only a problem if you 
want to park right on top of the 
building you’re going to. If you’re 
able to walk, then you should.”
Riding the bus is an alterna­
tive for students with parking 
problems, McCluskey said.
Starting Jan. 1, 1995, buses 
will run on a half-hour schedule 
to Cal Poly, changing from the 
existing one-hour schedule, he 
said.
“We will double the number of 
buses on campus,” he said.
Campbell agreed that people 
should be encouraged to ride the 
bus. Riding the bus is safe, close, 
convenient and free for the stu­
dents, she said.
Assockited 
LOS ANGELES — Once 
heralded programs for the deaf 
at California State University, 
Northridge are suffering from a 
drain of top interpreters, deaf 
students and others say.
The school’s enrollment of 
about 250 deaf students, one of 
the largest among American 
universities, is served in the 
classroom by about 130 inter­
preters.
In the m id-1960s, the 
Northridge campus became one 
of the first mainstream univer­
sities to accept deaf students. 
The center was founded in 1972 
and today runs on a $1.8 million 
budget, about $1 million of it in 
federal funds.
These days, students, staff 
members and union officials at 
eSUN’s National Center on 
Deafness are complaining that 
low pay and difficult working 
conditions are driving talented 
interpreters away.
Senior Amy Yu, drawn to the 
campus by its reputation for run­
ning one of the nation’s leading 
programs for the deaf, said that 
today novice interpreters often
provide sign-language transla­
tions in lecture halls.
“I’m lucky if I get enough in­
formation out of the classes to 
pass,” Yu said.
“I want a complete education.
I don’t want to miss out on any­
thing. I want good interpreters 
so I can get it all,” said Yu, who 
is majoring in deaf studies. “I 
feel like I’m behind my non-deaf 
peers.”
With talks on a revised union 
contract stalled, a delegation of 
interpreters, union representa­
tives and deaf students aired 
their complaints last week before 
the California State University 
system’s board of trustees.
eSUN has suffered an exodus 
of talented interpreters in recent 
years, the delegation charged, 
due to Cal State personnel prac­
tices that deny many inter­
preters health benefits and pay 
them hourly wages that are half 
what some earn elsewhere.
The total number of inter­
preters at the campus has not 
declined. But among the 80 or so
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lu(ky if I get enough 
information out of the classes 
to pass. I want a complete 
education. I don't want to miss 
out on anything. I want good 
interpreters so I can get it all. I 
feel like Tm behind my non­
deaf peers."
Amy Yu
eSU-Northridge senior
who work full time, the portion 
at the highest skill levels has fal­
len from about 20 to just a hand­
ful, interpreters said.
Administrators at the center 
were not present at the meeting. 
They later acknowledged a 
decline, although they disputed 
specific issues.
Director Herbert Larson 
blamed a shortage of funds for 
the loss of experienced inter­
preters. “It’s hard to maintain 
the good quality if you’re not able 
to support it,” he said.
A d d .
Drop.
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The only college 
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HAITI: U.S. Marines engage in first deadly clash since arrival to provide security for the return of President Aristide
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tried to get the two wounded 
men to surrender.
“They won’t come out, and I’m 
not going to go in and ti*y to get 
them in the dark,” Hartley 
'•adioed back to headquarters. 
Hartley said no attempt would
be made to enter the police sta­
tion before daybreak Sunday.
Five other men came out of 
the station during the standoff 
and were ordered to lie down and 
were searched by Marines.
The gunbattle followed a slow 
escalation in tension between
Marines and Haitian security 
forces. Marine patrols had been 
increased and units were given 
more latitude to take action 
against Haitian forces following 
intelligence reports that “at­
taches” were planning to attack 
Marines, the Marines said.
Part Time Work, Full Time Pay
Dress Casual and Work in A 
Relaxed Friendly Atmosphere
Our national television show reaches over 10 million 
households every week, IVc need friendly, outgoing 
people to talk to our national customer base on the telephone.
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i. * 25 hr work, week -
* no. travel, cold calls, no higli pressure selling
* paid comprehensive training
CALL OUR RECRUITING MANAGER AT
805- 547-5482
% \E  S h a r p e s t  
M ind  A d v a n c e s .
W h e n  fa c e d  w i t h  t h e  u l t im a t e
CHALLENGE. IT TAKES MOKE THAN 
STRENGTH ALONE TO CONQUER SUCH 
ADVERSITY. IN A RATTLE OF WITS, IT 
IS THE INDIVIOUAL WITH THE STRONG­
EST MIND WHO WINS. IF YOU WANT 
TO STRENGTHEN YOUR MIND AND 
ROOY. THERE IS A RLACE WHERE
THE MUSCLES ARE FORGED AND THE 
MIND SHARPENED. WHERE A PROUD 
FEW WITH THE ABILITY TO LEAD 
WILL RECEIVE THE KNOWLEDGE 
AND WISDOM OF OVER 200 YEARS. 
TO CAPTURE YOUR POTENTIAL AND 
BECOME AN OFFICER OF MARINES, 
CALL l-BOO-MARINES.
m wMarines
1HE FEW. THE PIODD. THE lAlDES.
For more information, please contact 
LL Mark S. Miner at (213) 294-3735.
Some 1,900 Marines arrived 
Tuesday in Cap-Haitien to 
provide security in advance of 
the U.S-brokered return of exiled 
President Jean-Bertrand Aris­
tide. There had been no incidents 
between Marines and local 
authorities before Saturdays
deadly clash.
Earlier Saturday in Port-au- 
Prince, thousands of Haitians 
danced through the streets in the 
b ig g e s t  p r 0 - d e m 0 c rac y  
demonstration since the elected 
government was toppled three 
years ago.
CAMPUS REP 
WANTED
The nation s leader incollege marketing is 
seeking an energetic entrepreneurial 
student lor the position ol campus rep No 
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bulletin boards lor companies such as 
American Expressand Microsdt 
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215 W Harrison, Seattle, WA 98119 
(800)487  2434 Ext. 4444
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TAILGATE: Poly officials cite insurance, equity, safety as reasons for ban on last site for on-campus student drinking
From page 1 
or a beer’ doesn’t represent any 
risk,
“But if someone hurts them­
selves and decides that it’s our 
fault, then the university’s assets 
are at risk.”
Risser said that although 
there have not been any behavior 
problems or lawsuits in the past 
laecause of alcohol at tailgating 
parties, the administration did 
not want to take any risk.
“ASI made the effort to find 
insurance for it and couldn’t find 
anyone to underwrite it,” he said. 
“That says to me that there’s a 
problem.”
He said that ASI checked the 
policies of other California 
universities and found that some 
allow alcohol at tailgating par­
ties. But those schools were able
to find insurance that protected 
both the athletics department 
and the university.
Cal Poly Police Chief Tom 
Mitchell said he hasn’t en­
countered any difficulty in en­
forcing the ban.
“At the first game we had 
total compliance,” he said.
“We’re real pleased.”
Mitchell added that very few 
people were participating to 
begin with.
“They’ll find some other 
means, another location, a park 
or somewhere where they can 
have their party lawfully and 
responsibly,” Mitchell said.
“We hope it won’t have a 
major effect on the (tailgating) 
parties,” McCutcheon said. “We 
hope it won’t put a damper on 
the atmosphere that we created
"W hat sort of message ore we sending when alcohol is prohibited 
in the dornv the University Union? There's no place on campus 
where it's allowed, but down here at football it's okay. It's  not."
Joe Risser
____________  Public Safety Director
at the last game.”
Both Mitchell and Risser said 
another problem with allowing 
alcohol at the tailgate parties 
was the apparent lack of fair­
ness.
“What sort of message are we 
sending when alcohol is 
prohibited in thfe dorms, the 
University Union?” Risser said. 
“There’s no place on campus 
where it’s allowed, but down 
here at football it’s okay. It's 
not.”
The new policy will change
that, he said.
“It’s a change from what has 
been allowed for a handful of 
years, which was a change from 
what was allowed before that.”
Risser said the ban is not a 
formal change in the written 
policy, but an interpretation.
Even though the policy went 
into effect a week ago, certain 
details still need to be worked 
out.
“Would it be appropriate for 
us to allow groups with adequate 
insurance to have alcohol at tail­
gate-type activities?” Risser said, 
adding that questions like this 
still need to be answered.
“There’s a minimum of folks 
tailgating, but it will build up 
again,” Risser said. “It wouldn’t 
if people were only coming to 
tailgate parties to drink, but 
they ai en’i.
“It’s a family, small group- 
type affair,” he said. “It’s to aug­
ment the enjoyment of the foot­
ball event, not a drunken brawl.”
He said some people have 
called to complain about the ban,' 
but others have called to applaud 
the policy.
“I’ve had calls from MADD 
and SADD gi'oups that said, 
‘This is the best thing you’ve 
done,’ and others that said, ‘Gee, 
you’ve ruined one of my favorite 
college experiences.’ ”
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SIMPSON: Famed case draws wanna-be jurors
From page 1 
against Simpson 
considered.
also must be
Jo-Ellan Dimitrius, the jury 
consultant working for the 
defense, has pinpointed a new 
phenomenon in the Simpson 
case: jurors who want to get on 
the case because of its notoriety 
and the chance they will become 
rich and famous as a result.
“I’ve never seen it before,” 
Dimitrius said. “Usually, people 
want to know how they can get 
out of serving on the jury. In this 
case, they’re coming up to me on 
the street asking, “How do I be­
come a juror on the O.J. case?”
Now, Levenson said, many 
prospects may be facing the 
reality that they can’t afford the 
time to serve. Of the 1,000 people 
summoned by Superior Court 
Judge Lance Ito, more than 700 
have already returned one-page 
questionnaires discussing their 
availability to serve in a trial 
which could stretch into 1995.
About two-thirds have said it 
would be a hardship.
If the judge decides he must 
sequester the jury to shield them 
from publicity, that would fur­
ther limit the pool of available 
jurors. Many will not want to 
leave family and friends for the
^ I^'ve never seen it before. 
Usually, people wont to know 
how they con get out of serving 
on the jury. In this cose, they're 
coming up to me on the street 
asking, 'H ow  do I become a 
juror on the O.J. case?' "
Jo’ Eilon Dimitrius 
Defense team jury consultant
isolation of a hotel where their 
communications are monitored 
and visits are supervised by 
bailiffs.
The pressures that can be 
added by that process are il­
lustrated by other famous cases 
which have had sequestered 
juries. In the Charles Manson 
case, where jurors were in a 
hotel for nearly a year, the judge 
was forced to release them for a 
time when families demanded 
their return after an earthquake. 
Within days, a reported threat to 
the jury panel required they be 
sequestered again.
More recently, jurors in the 
Reginald Denny riot-beating 
trial reported disputes while 
they were sequestered. One 
alarmed her colleagues when she 
ran down a hotel corridor 
screaming “I can’t take it 
anymore!” and demanding to see 
her boyfriend.
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candidate for the 22nd Congres­
sional District.
“We have a candidate here 
that can make a difference,” Bab­
bitt said.
Capps, who is running for the 
seat being vacated by Michael 
Huffington, also focused on coas­
tal environmental issues during 
his 15-minute speech. Capps, 
running against State As­
s e m b l y w o m a n  A n d r e a  
Seastrand, told the mostly older 
crowd after a 30-second standing 
ovation welcome that he plans to 
fight offshore oil drilling efforts 
and lobby to save “this priceless 
coastline.”
“As a resident of the Central 
Coast,” he said, “I know environ­
mental protection is crucial to 
ensure that our children will 
enjoy this area. Environmental 
resources are crucial to our 
economy — and these must stay 
to ensure our future.”
Capps referred to San Luis 
Obispo many times as a “beauti­
ful community that is an ex­
ample to the rest of California.”
“We are rehumanizing the 
political process,” he said.
Babbitt also threw in a fair 
amount of candidate-bashing — 
particularly Seastrand’s record of 
campaign financing. He claims 
she is supported by several oil 
companies.
S e a s t r a n d ’s cam p a ig n  
manager. Brad Kyle, said the 
rally is “not their kind of party.”
He also said that the com­
ments made against Seastrand 
are not totally accurate.
“Mrs. Seastrand has a solid 
record of environmental issues 
on the Central Coast,” he said. 
“She has succesfully lobbied to 
preserve the Nipomo Dunes and
Elfin Forest in Los Osos. She has 
a well-balanced and objective 
view. She is concerned for the en­
vironment but also has concerns 
for the economic community.”
The grassroots rally, spon­
sored by the San Luis Obispo 
County Democratic Central Com­
mittee, also attracted many 
local-election hopefuls, including 
City Council members Bill Roal- 
man and Allen Settle, Council 
candidate Pat Veesart.
Pinard said the twenty-some­
things of this area should look up 
to Capps and Babbitt for leader­
ship in government.
“They speak straight,” she 
said. “College students demand 
to be talked to straight. They are 
the energy behind accoun­
tability.”
Pinard said she wished more 
students were at the rally. She 
thought it was one of the only 
ways to bridge the gap of the 
generations.
“You won’t get what you need 
to know from the media,” she 
said. “You’ve got to listen for 
yourselves, sift through the jar­
gon, find out what their voting 
records are and decide what you 
stand for.”
Social science junior 
Villegas agreed.
Aaron
“I don’t know much about 
Capps — but that’s why I’m 
here,” he said. “I’m here because 
I’m trying to make a change,”
The 22nd Congressional Dis­
trict covers all of San Luis 
Obispo and Santa Barbara coun­
ties.
PEP BAND
From page 2
son said the time commitment is 
minimal compared to that in­
volved for the marching band.
Since only two members of the 
Pep Band are music majors, 
Swanson said he urges all who
play an instrument to join tne 
growing group.
“We’re trying to build this 
part of the music program,” 
Swanson said, “so we encourage 
anyone to get involved.”
OFFICIALS: Clinton says mission is for peace
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scionable on our doorstep and of­
fers them (Haitians) a chance at 
stability.”
Clinton did not mention at the 
church the violence in Cap 
Haitian. But Joint Chiefs of Staff
Chairman Gen. John Shalikash- 
vili said Haitian military leader 
Lt, Gen. Raoul Cedras had been 
flown to the port city Sunday and 
the U.S. side was making it 
“abundantly clear” what the con­
sequences would be if there were 
further threats to U.S. troops.
Dr. Marc Johnston
Chiropractic care
gentle, ejfectwe treatment 
relaxed professional atmosphere 
flexible, affordable fees 
auto accident #  workers' comp.
DR. JOHNSTON IS A PALMER GRADUATE 
HAS 18 YEARS CLINICAL EXPERIENCE
541-2727
1150 Grove Street * San Luis Obispo
Introductory offer
Exam & Necessary X-Rays
(normally - $128.00)
ilhlliff r ^ H i  Biffi
Expires October 15, 1994
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iflPjCTi; s lybfed SLO’s 7^ Best Pizza 8 years running!
Little Known Fact:
Woodstock's Pizza 
bring you
closer to perfection...
CHECK OUT OCR ...because you are w hat you eat!
m C H  SPECULS: Check out our
(11*m-3pm w cakdiys no delivery)
12” Wilde Bread /w  cheese. - _ _
2 Brother Tom’s Salads. C
2 A!l-U-CarvOrlnk sodas 
The
+tax
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All-U-Can-Drlnk soda
SLICE-O-RAMA
SUPER Slice. Brother Tom’s Salad.
All-U^an-Orlnk soda *  ■ i
LARGE 16"Hot Quality, Cool Price I
l l p m  M on-W eJt
60oz. Pitchers of...
Cqors Light. Bud, Bud Light, 
Michelob Dark, Michelob D r \ , 3 . ^  
Miller Genuine Draft
Newcastle Brown Ale,
Sierra Nevada Pale Ale
X Z Z . A .
LARGE 16” or
n>1n' Free Delivery 
G ood T im e DIne-l 
Q uick  P ick-up
1000 H ig u era  ¡^41-4420,1
3-topping pizza I Medium 12” Pizza
| ‘ V „ ‘ OF morc toppings
ni^zomi 1000 Higuera St. 541-4420 I 1000 Higuera St. 541-4420
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BOOK
Famous Publisher's Cjgseout 
All this w e e k r
Save 50% - 80% off Publisher's p r ic e ja n ^  
hundreds of books including discontinued 
titles, overstock and slightly worn editions^
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In front of the bookstore .4 ^
, 1
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Women’s soccer 
adds another win
dy Mike Stapler
[xiily Staff Wiitei
The weather over San Luis 
Obispo may have been out of 
whack the last couple of days, 
but the Mustang women’s soccer 
team found itself operating with 
tver increasing synchronization 
as they defeated Loyola 
Marymount 1-0 Friday evening 
at Mustang Stadium.
The Mustangs also played at 
UCLA on Sunday, though results 
wore not available at press time.
Tfio Mustangs controlled the 
match against the Lions and 
sophomore midfielder Nicole 
flunion scored the winning goal 
I f  an assist by sophomore 
forward Patty Geesman midway 
through the second half.
Loyola M arymount was 
allowed only one shot at 
.Mustang goalie Anna Brothers, 
while the .Mustangs managed 13 
shots against the Lions.
“We pressured them well 
tonight,” Coach Alex Crozier 
said. “And [wel forced some 
mistakes we could capitalize on.”
Defensively, the Mustangs 
saw little action, though junior 
Angie Burch made a sliding steal 
from behind to deny the Lions of 
a chance at a shot.
Cal Poly senior midfielder Cathie Cardoza dribbles the ball past the 
Loyola Marymount defense /  Daily photo by L Scott Robinson
Get your M IX double:
Read it twice.
O ctober t h & 5t h
lO A M  - 2 P M
Come drop by 
for a tour of our 
Computer Service 
Center.Events to include:
Drawing for a 
Power Mac Upgrade
Free Gifts
and Refreshments
Cont inuous  shuttle service from library 10-2
Deion’s flare lights the ‘Stick’
By Rob Gloster
Associated Piess
SAN FRANCISCO — For 59 
minutes. Deion Sanders was a 
lonely figure. For one glorious 
final minute, though, he was 
back where he thrives — at the 
center of attention.
Sanders spent most of the San 
Francisco 49ers’ 24-13 win Sun­
day over the New Orleans Saints 
on the outside looking in.
He stood by himself on the 
sidelines when he wasn’t in the 
game. When he was, he didn’t 
join his teammates in defensive 
huddles.
The Saints also tried to ignore 
him, throwing away from him or 
in front of him throughout the 
contest.
But with the 49ers clinging to 
a four-point lead and 32 seconds 
left, Sanders became “Prime 
Time.” He picked off Jim 
Everett’s pass and strode 74 
yards for a touchdown, high- 
stepping the final 25 yards.
The man who stood apart 
from his teammates all day sud­
denly was surrounded by them 
and carried on their tired 
shoulders.
“To have everybody be 
electrified by what Deion did is 
worth the price of a ticket,” said 
San Francisco Head Coach 
George Seifert.
“For all of you who are into 
discipline,” Seifert added, “I’m 
fining Deion $100. I told him to 
start high-stepping at the 20 and 
he started at the 25. And I’m 
paying the fine.”
A half-hour after the game, 
Candlestick Park security guards 
were prancing around the field 
trying to imitate Sanders’ dis­
tinctive waltz. Nearly everyone 
had forgotten about Steve 
Young’s two touchdown passes to 
Jerry Rice, or the overall fine 
defensive play of the 49ers.
All they could remember was 
Deion’s dance on his way to the 
end zone.
San Francisco offensive tackle 
Harry Boatswain called Sanders’ 
play “one of the most amazing 
things I’ve ever seen in my life.”
“That was an explosion, 
wasn’t it?” Rice asked. “The 
defense had a great game, and 
Deion just kind of put the icing 
on the cake.”
Rice was among the team­
mates to run off the bench and 
greet Sanders in the end zone.
“When guys smother you, I 
think that gets me more tired 
than the run itself,” Sanders 
said. “This ain’t nothing like At­
lanta, is it?”
FOOTBALL: Mustangs rack up 648 yards
From page 12
Weeks was recovered by senior 
linebacker Jay Wells who 
rumbled for 50 yards to the 
Sonoma State 30-yard line.
'Two plays later, Nguyen burst 
over the left end for a 25-yard 
touchdown run and sealed the 
victory. Cal Poly tried another 
point after try, but the snap was 
over Stott’s hands and Tuthill 
was forced to fall on the ball. Cal 
Poly still led 57-30.
The scorine was comoleted 
when sophomore third-string 
quarterback Nate Eckland threw 
to his former San Luis Obispo 
High School  t e a m m a t e  
sophomore Markel Quarles for a 
7-yard touchdown pass.
Cal Poly’s seemingly nonexist­
ent running game came to life 
against Sonoma State as the 
Mustangs rolled up 341 yards on 
the ground. Nguyen led the way 
with 165 yards and a touchdown 
on only 13 carries. Warren added 
two touchdowns and 107 yards 
on 14 carries. For both freshmen, 
it was their first collegian 100- 
yard game.
Fisher looked much like the 
Fisher of last year, tying his 
school record of four touchdown 
passes in a game. Fisher com­
pleted 14 of 26 passes for 279 
yards.
“I lost a little of my confidence 
earlier this year,” Fisher said 
afterwards. “Last year, I would 
throw it up and (former Cal Poly 
receiver) Joe Wade would make a
great play. But, Joe isn’t playing 
anymore. This game, I played 
with a lot more confidence. 'The 
running game helped take some 
pressure off.”
“I was never worried about 
(Fisher),” Patterson said. “He 
struggled, but was still produc­
tive. That’s the mark of a good 
quarterback. That they can still 
be productive when they strug­
gle.”
Jon Peck led all receivers with 
five catches for 82 yards.
In all, the Cal Poly offense 
rolled up 648 yards of total of­
fense. The defense caused six 
turnovers and allowed only 44 
yards rushing.
Jonathan Trotter led the 
defense with three interceptions, 
tying a school record for most in­
terceptions in game.
“I think I had an X (defense) 
on me because the quarterback 
kept on throwing to me,” 'Trotter 
said. “I didn’t even have to move 
for them.”
For Sonoma State’s part, the 
Cossacks racked up 499 yards 
passing and threw a whopping 
64 passes.
Now that Patterson’s first vic­
tory is safely in the books, the 
Mustangs must turn their atten­
tion to next week when they 
travel to play Montana. The 
Grizzlies are currently 4-0 and 
are ranked No.3 in Division I- 
AA.
*
Senior wide receiver David Vieler makes one of his three receptions 
totalling 47 yards Vieler also caught one of junior quarterback
Mike Fisher's two touchdowns /  Daily photo by L Scott Robinson
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Volleyball loses war to 
UC-Berkeley on the road
SPIRIT: Students want to see crowd involvement with Division I football
Daily Staff _Repwi
The Cal Poly volleyball squad 
was competitive last weekend 
but came back into town without 
a win from three road matches.
“(I’m) not real pleased,” said 
Head Coach Craig Cummings. 
“And I know the team is not real 
pleased. We had some oppor­
tunities to win matches.”
On Friday at Santa Clara, the 
Mustangs won the first and 
fourth games of the match to 
push the Broncos to the limit, 
but fell short 15-10 in the fifth 
and deciding game.
On Saturday in Berkeley, Cal 
Poly fell to host UC-Berkeley 
13-15, 15-13, 18-16 and 15-5 in 
what Cummings described as a 
war. The match took two hours 
and twenty minutes.
By the time it was over, he 
said, the Mustangs only had a 
half-hour before they were due 
back on the same court to begin 
warm-ups for a game against 
Northern Illinois.
“That put us behind the eight 
ball,” Cummings said, adding 
that the team didn’t have enough 
time to go get anything to eat.
Nor t hern  Il l inois then 
proceeded to spike Cal Poly’s 
hopes of returning with a win, 
15-4, 15-4 and 16-14.
The Mustangs fell to 5-8 after 
the road trip.
The team will travel to the 
University of Hawaii next 
weekend for a two-match series 
with the Rainbow Wahine Friday 
and Saturday.
His predecessor left amidst the humiliation of 
NCAA violations. Now, Rich Price must lead 
the Cal Poly baseball team into an uncertain 
future. Read about who he is and how he 
plans to do it.
Wednesday in Mustang Daily.
Your source for sports news that matters.
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the band is still a needed force at 
sporting events.
“With football going Division 
I, spectators need to cheer at a 
Division I level,” said soil science 
sophomore Steve McShane, who 
also cochairs the new Running 
Thunder student spirit organiza­
tion.
“They need to get as pumped 
up as the football players are out 
there on the field. With the pep 
band’s enthusiasm it has the 
potential to be a terrific season.”
But English senior Dan 
Padolsky said he hasn’t heard a 
change yet.
“I don’t notice any difference 
this year,” he said. “Even though 
I’m not into halftime, I like get­
ting crazy at the games.”
Padolsky painted his face 
green and gold before the game.
“The band should be getting 
the crowd more involved, not just 
making noise,” he added.
Computer science junior 
Robert Lund, agreed. Lund has 
played trumpet in the band since 
last year.
“I’m disappointed. I think that 
the band should meet at least 
twice a week,” he said. “We only 
practice before the games. What 
we learned today will be forgot­
ten in three weeks, when we play 
again.
“There are only four or five 
returning band members this 
year,” Lund added. “We have all 
new students and we can’t teach 
them any of the old Cal Poly 
traditions.”
/
I ’
Forestry and natural resour­
ces sophomore Dave Reinhard, 
one of this year’s yell leaders and 
a cochair of Running Thunder, 
said he thinks the band is an 
asset to football games.
“(The band) added a lot to the 
atmosphere and got the crowd 
into it,” he said. “They were good.
“Running Thunder was sitting 
right in front of us and they were 
great.”
Mark Cook, who was sitting 
in the Running Thunder section.
said, “It’s much better with the 
band here. I’d rather they do a 
routine during half time though. 
It’s kind of dead.”
Next to him was nutrition 
sophomore Liz Bittner. “The 
band doesn’t seem to be unified 
anymore,” she said. “They seem 
to be just thrown together and 
not really organized. They should 
show pride in being Cal Poly. 
(But) I’m glad that they’re here 
tr^ng  to improve Cal Poly 
spirit.”
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Campus Clubs Announcements Greek News Services Employment
FREE LESSONS-CONCENTRATION AND 
MEDITATION. 466-1715 EVENINGS
SCORE MORE!! 
GMAT 72 Pts 
GRE 214 Pts 
LSAT 7.5 Pts
PRINCETON REVIEW (005)995-0176
Lost & Found
LOST
Sm. Olt while quilted bag. floral 
print Contents ol extreme 
sentimental value Lett in U U - 
women s bathroom Please return 
to lost & found or call 549-8756
Employment
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-Earn up 
to $2,(WO♦/month working on 
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour 
companies World travel. Seasonal 
& FulFTime employment available 
No experierKe necessary For 
more inlormation call 
1-206-634-0468 Exi C60051
HELP WANTED!
MUSTANG DAILY PRODUCTION 
It you’re proudly anal retentive and 
detail oriented, then the Mustang 
Daily needs you! Openings available 
lor paste-up/produclion people 
Call X1143 & ask tor Jane Wooding 
or slop by Graphic Arts Bldg #226 
It s FUN and you GET PAID'
HOUSEHOLD HELP 
In exchange lor a tree Apt 
near campus. Available in Dec 
a married couple or 2 students 
544-0200 even onlv
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT-Make 
up to $2.000-54,000+/mo leaching 
basic conversational English 
abroad Japan, Taiwan, and S 
Korea Many employers provide 
room & board ♦ other benefits 
No teaching background or Asian 
languages required For more 
information call (206) 632-1146 
Ext J60051
DREAM JOB-TEACH TRAFFIC SCHCX3L; 
S9/HR We train No exp Nec Up­
beat.Outgoing Only! Drama/Teach 
Ing exp Prêt call (800)966-8373
SKI RESORT JOBS-Hiring lor many 
positions lor winter quarter 
OVER 15,000 openingsIFor more 
inlormation call (206)634-0469 
Ext V60051
For Sale
MAC PLUS 2.5 K INT 40 MG HARD DRV 
$300 EXL COND CALL SYD 528-0154
GREAT JOB
ON CAMPUS TELEMARKETING 
CALLING ALUMNI/PARENTS. EVES 
$5 10/HR+BONUSES,AVG=$6 50PLUS 
CALL CRAIG 756-6448 8-5PM
MUSTANG DAILY...
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Futon an(j 
Frame Queen 
$75.00 5458960
Mopeds & Cycles
1990 YAMAHA ZUMA II SCOOTER. 
Like new! Less than 5(W miles. 
Blue $8504>est otier. 473-0848
Rental Housing
STUMBLING DISTANCE TO CAL POLY 
2 GIANT BEDROOMS. 2 FULL BATHS. 
CEDAR CREEK CONDOS 544-5370
Homes for Sale
FREE LIST ot all HOUSES & CONDOS 
FOR SALE IN SLO. Farrell Smylh R/E 
Steve N e lson"*543 -8370"‘
BUY IT. HELP IT. SELL IT. MAKE IT. 
LOSE IT?. FIND IT!. RENT IT, DO IT! 
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NFL Roundups (AP)'
chargers continue 
winning season
The San Diego Chargers 
showed they had one more sur­
prise left Sunday.
Stan Humphries, left writh­
ing on his back after throwing 
a key interception, limped back 
ai d led the undefeated Charg- 
ei.'. c ii a long drive that ended 
with -li'hn ('arney’s 33-yard 
field goal with two seconds left 
t..i a 2()-24 victory over the Los 
Angeles Raiders.
The \ utorv gave the Charg­
ers a modest 8-8 last season,
I h e  he>t record in the NFL at 4- 
n and then best start since 
1()80 .
The only other unbeaten 
team is the New York Giants, 
who had a bye this weekend. 
They get their shot at going 4- 
0 next Sunday at New Orleans.
San Diego has won three road 
games, all against AFC West 
opponents. The Chargers have 
a bye next weekend before en­
tertaining Kansas City on Oc­
tober 9.
Deion answers 
Niner’s prayers
By the end of his debut as a 
San Francisco starter. Deion 
Sanders was high-stepping to­
ward the end zone with the 
game ball in hand. Sanders 
returned an interception 74 
yards for a touchdown with 32 
seconds left Sunday as San 
Francisco overcame offensive 
problems to beat the New Or- 
lean.« Saints 24-13.
San Francisco was clinging 
to .1 four-point lead and Jim 
Kvei ett was moving the Saints 
w hen .S.inders stepped in front 
.! .Michael Haynes for the in- 
teiception. He bolted down 
ngl i t  sideline,  cut across 
midfield and was in the clear 
.i.' he high stepped the final 3.^ ) 
yard.'
Sanders, a free agent who 
chose San Francisco over the 
Saints and several other teams, 
was making his starting debut 
at cornerback after playing in 
a reserve role against the Los 
Angeles Rams last week.
Rams butt Chiefs
With a little luck and a lot of 
pluck, the Los Angeles Rams 
made a liar out of their coach.
The Kansas City Chiefs are 
thebestteam in theNFL,Chuck 
Knox had said. But with Willie 
Anderson scoring on a wild 72- 
yard play and an under-the- 
weather Joe Montana playing 
his worst game of the season, 
the two-touchdown underdogs 
from Los Angeles stunned the 
previously unbeaten Chiefs 16- 
0 on Sunday.
It was the Chiefs first shut­
out at home since the same team 
beat them by the same score 
nine years earlier. Montana, 
who was fighting a viral infec­
tion, hit 18 of 37 passes for 175 
yards and threw three inter­
ceptions.
Jerome Bettis, the Rams’243- 
pound running back, picked up 
132 yards on 35 carries, going 
over 100 yards for the third 
straight game.
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Hey,
Andre!
Poly routes 
Sonoma St.
By Jeffrey Jen
Doily Senioi Staff W iil^__  _____
Cal Poly Head Pootball CoacTi 
Andre Patterson just wanted a 
win. Even a one-point victory 
would have been enough.
Instead,  the Mustangs  
defeated visiting Sonoma State, 
64-30 Saturday in a wild 
shootout that give Patterson his 
first coaching victory and Cal 
Poly its first victory in Division 
I-AA football.
The game saw 47 points 
scored in each half, 1191 yards of 
combined total offense, 25 penal­
ties, 806 yards of combined pass­
ing yards and 96 passes.
But Patterson will take the 
result nonetheless.
“It’s a great feeling,” Patter­
son said on his first coaching 
win. “It’s a big weight off the 
players’ shoulders. I didn’t feel 
any pressure out of me, but felt 
the pressure for the kids.”
So happy about his first win, 
Patterson led his team through a 
victory chant after the game.
Before the game, Patterson 
was worried about the Mustang 
running game. Entering the 
Sonoma State game, the Mus­
tangs were averaging a meager 
1.9 yards per carry and 54.5 
yards per game on the ground. 
The Mustangs starting tailback, 
sophomore Jacques Jordan, was 
out with a nagging knee injury 
that left Cal Poly with two fresh­
men running backs at the top of 
the depth chart.
However, the running game 
reappeared in a big way right 
when the whistle blew to start 
the game. On the third play of 
the game, freshman tailback An­
tonio Warren cut through a hole 
off of right tackle and took off for 
a 45-yard touchdown run.
WaiTen came in as the leading 
rusher for the Mustangs with 44 
yards.
After Sonoma State was 
stopped on its initial possession.
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Mustang sophomore receiver 
Ryan Steen received the punt 
and went 36 yards with it, giving 
the Mustangs excellent field 
position at the Sonoma State 27- 
yard line.
Four plays later, Warren 
scored on a seven-yard run and 
Cal Poly led 14-0.
Cal Poly later proved they 
could march down the field for a 
score. The Mustangs went 79 
yards on eight plays ending on 
15-yard touchdown reception to 
junior receiver David Vieler from 
junior quarterback Mike Fisher. 
Cal Poly led 21-0 with the game 
still in the first quarter.
However, two unsportsman­
like conduct penalties by Cal 
Poly put Sonoma State in scoring 
position at the Cal Poly 22-yard 
line after the ensuing kickoff. 
Patterson called timeout to settle 
down his players.
“We had to keep focus,” Pat-
Men’s soccer loses 2-0 at Irvine
By Oork Morty
f ^ /  Staff Wfitef
The Cal Poly men’s soccer 
team lost 2-0 at UC-Irvine 
Friday. It was the first time the 
team was shut-out for the 
season, and preferably for Head 
Coach Wolfgang Gartner, the 
last.
The Mustangs kept UC-Irvine 
goalie Chris Taylor busy with 14 
shots on goal and 13 corner 
kicks. UC-Irvine had ten shots 
on goal and only three comer 
kicks.
Mustang freshman goalie 
Greg Connell had four saves and 
has played every minute in all of 
the last eight games. For the 
year he’s made 44 saves for .743 
save percentage.
Cal Poly senior forward 
Ryshiem Henderson was not al­
lowed to play against UC-Irvine 
because he had received a red 
card in the previous game 
against San Jose State.
“They did play well but just 
couldn’t score without Ryshiem 
Henderson.” said Assistant
Sports Information Director 
Jason Sullivan. “They just did 
not have the scoring punch 
without him.”
As a Division II contender in 
past seasons, the Mustangs have 
always had to travel to the big 
name schools for games. Now the 
schools are coming to Cal Poly to 
play.
“This move really brings some 
top competition to our home 
ground,” Gartner said. “That 
should bring more people to the 
games. People like to see the 
best.”
The men’s soccer team has a 
Division I record of 4-4 having 
played only two home games.
Gartner said his teams have 
traditionally won about 80 per­
cent of its home games, adding 
that seven of the next 10 games 
are home games.
“I expect good results and I 
(have) good ones so far,” Gartner 
said.
The Mustangs are hosting 
Loyola Marymount on Friday at 
7 p.m.
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Cal Poly freshman tailback Antonio Warren scores one of his two first 
quarter touchdowns to give the Mustangs an early 14-0 lead. Warren 
ran for 71 yards on 9 carries /  Daily photo by L. Scott Robinson
terson said. “Just because they 
were trying to cheap-shot us 
doesn’t mean we can stump down 
to their level. We’re trying to run 
a class operation here.”
But Patterson’s plan was set­
back when Sonoma State 
quarterback Ryan Merrill found 
Tyrone Gallen for a 22-yard 
touchdown pass. The two-point 
conversion was good as Sonoma 
State cut the Mustang lead to 
21- 8 .
At the start of the second 
quarter, Tuthill would make good 
on his first field goal from 36 
yards out to put Cal Poly up 
24-8.
Sophomore fullback Mike 
Allshouse would later plunge in 
from two yards to further pad 
the lead. Fisher’s pass to junior 
receiver Ryan Thomas on the 
two-point conversion was good. 
Cal Poly led 32-8.
Things kept going Cal Poly’s 
way. Backed up their own two- 
yard line, freshman running 
back Dan Nguyen broke free for 
a 77-yard run. The next play, 
Fisher passed to Thomas for 21 
yards, a touchdown and a 39-8 
lead.
Twice before half time, the 
Cossacks would drive deep into 
Cal Poly territory only to have 
Mustang sophomore linebacker 
Jonathan Trotter intercept two 
passes to halt the threats.
At the beginning of the second 
half, Merrill hit Derek Minatee
for a Cossack 55-yard touchdown 
pass. The two-point conversion 
was stopped to keep the score at 
39-14.
The next score was a 63-yard 
bomb from Fisher to junior 
receiver Hitoshi Ono to give Cal 
Poly a 45-14 lead. When Sonoma 
State blocked the extra point at­
tempt, Damon Psaros recovered 
the ball and pitched it back to 
Jimmy Owens who ran to the 
Cossack end zone to complete a 
rare two-point conversion play 
for Sonoma State on a Mustang 
conversion try.
After Jon Peck scored a 10- 
yard touchdown reception, 
another extra point try was 
blocked. As the ball rolled back 
for the second time, holder Bran­
don Stott reached it before any 
Cossack players and fell on it to 
prevent a replay of what hap­
pened before.
Trailing 51-16, Sonoma State 
mounted one last furious assault 
at a comeback.
Late in the third quarter, 
Merrill found Minatee again for 
a 28-yard touchdown reception to 
cut the lead to 51-23. Early in 
the fourth, Merrill again found 
the end zone, this time to Shan­
non Thompson to further cut the 
Mustang lead to 51-30. Then, 
midway through the fourth 
quarter, Sonoma State was driv­
ing again in Cal Poly territory.
But a fumble by Cossack Ben 
See FOOTBALL, page 10
Many feel that band creates mood
By Am« Romos
Doily Staff Wiitei
Sitting in the stands, wait­
ing for six o’clock, the sound of 
a drum is heard in the dis­
tance.
As it gpts louder, the band 
emerges from aside the 
bleachers. The crowd cheers 
as the band marches up to 
their place in the bleachers. 
Soon after, they play a spec­
tacular Star Spangled Ban­
ner. Everyone stands up to 
take pride.
Those who attended last 
year’s football games will
notice something missing this 
year. Budget problems forced 
the marching band to break 
up last spring.
Despite cuts in funding, 
more than 30 members joined 
together to form the Cal Poly 
Pep Band, a smaller-scale ver­
sion of the marching band.
The group is being led by 
Charles Young, a former Chico 
State graduate student. He 
helped form a pep band while 
he was a student in Chico.
And some students at 
Saturday night’s game said 
See SPIRIT, page 11
